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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
IBHE gathers at Eastern
Amanda Douglass / Senior photographer
Interim President Lou Hencken welcomed the Illinois Board of Higher Education on Tuesday morning in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. Discussion and echoes of appreciation accented the morning meeting, leaving Eastern with more than 720,000 in grants. 
Minority enrollment, diversity among topics discussed by board
By Pat Guinane
Administration editor
At a campus with less than 10
percent minority enrollment, the
Illinois Board of Higher
Education education met to dis-
cuss, among other topics, diversi-
ty.
The last time the board met at
Eastern, a university which
reached an all-time high last year
with 9.62 percent minority
enrollment, was 1991.
The first report the board
heard was from the Committee
on Access and Diversity. The
report states that universities
throughout the state of Illinois
need to improve their recruitment
and retainment of minority stu-
dents. Included in the report is a
recommendation that all high
school graduates complete a col-
lege-prep core curriculum.
John Thompson, the student
member of the board, who
attends the University of Illinois
at Springfield, was the lone voice
of dissent on the committee’s
report, expressing concerns on
the constitutionality of the report
and the damaging effects subse-
quent lawsuits could have on uni-
versities throughout the state.
“I can’t help but think we’re
putting a target on this for law
students,” Thompson said. “How
safe is the legal
e n v i r o n m e n t
out there to
advocate the use
of race and eth-
nicity?”
A n o t h e r
member of the
board, Robert
English, stated that the 1978 U.S.
Supreme Court case, Regents of
the University of California ver-
sus Bakke, asserts that institu-
tions of higher education can
consider race as a plus factor in
admissions.
“Bakke permits the use of race
as one criteria for admission
among many factors,” English
said. “We believe a diverse cam-
pus is a superior learning environ-
ment.
While he said he believes
diversity is an important part of
college campuses, Thompson was
the only board member to vote
against accepting the report. He
expressed concern that imple-
menting the report could lead to
Biology
teachers
earn
grants
By Jessica Danielewicz
Campus editor
Five faculty members in the
department of biology have
received research grants of approx-
imately $1,000 each from the
Illinois Department of Natural
Resources.
The projects are of each person’s
choosing on topics that the
Department of Natural Resources
would like to see researched, said
Edwin “Bud” May, Office of
Grants and Research director.
Eastern has typically performed
well in this statewide program with
a 20 percent funding ratio, May
said.“Over the years, we have
received good support from the
Department of Natural Resources.”
These grants will be used by the
recipients for expenses of the
research such as supplies, material,
equipment and travel.
Scott Meiners, an assistant pro-
fessor in his first year, studies plant
ecology. He received $930 for a
project titled “The Effects of Amur
Honeysuckle (Lonicera maackii)
on Tree Regeneration,” said Kipp
Kruse, biology department chair.
Stephen Mullin, an assistant
professor in his third year at
Eastern, is a herpetologist, who
studies amphibians and reptiles.
He has received $975 for “Habitat
Selection and Activity Patterns in
Eastern Box Turtles (Terrapin car-
olina)” and $958 for “Population
Management of the Amphibian
Community at Warbler Woods
Land and Water Reserve,” Kruse
said.
Henry Owen is an associate pro-
fessor, who has been at Eastern for
seven years, and Janice Coons is a
professor who has been at Eastern
Administrators describe Surles as visionary
By Joseph Ryan
Senior reporter
After serving a short time as
Eastern’s president, Carol Surles was
forced to leave the position to pursue
treatment for breast cancer, and as a
result, the legacy she leaves behind is
unfinished and still unsure.
During her tenure of two and a
half years, Eastern has enjoyed a
boost in image as well as income,
fulfilling two of several goals Surles
promised to pursue.
But other initiatives, including
campus rebuilding and technology
course enhancement, were still in
the early stages of completion as she
left campus this summer.
In addition, a questionable rela-
tionship with union faculty and a
discrimination suit filled by a former
Eastern vice president may threat-
ened the way Eastern remembers
Carol Surles.
Eastern administration officials,
as well as Illinois representatives,
describe Surles as a person who
knew how to navigate the halls of
Springfield, interact with the people
involved and bring needed funding
home.
“I think it was because they saw
her as a real person. She was well
liked in Springfield,” said interim
President Lou Hencken.
In fact, Hencken recalled last year
when Surles accompanied Gov.
George Ryan a staff of 12 on a trip
to South Africa to promote Illinois
commerce.
Rep. Dale Righter, R-Mattoon,
also said Surles had a “good relation-
ship” with Gov. Ryan.
“I think the funding increase and
$43 million fine arts center are good
evidence of that,” Righter said. “The
main thing though, is she would
take the time to be in Springfield.”
For fiscal year 2002, Eastern
received the highest annual increase
in state funding for public universi-
ties – 7 percent.
Jill Nilsen, vice president for
external relations, took many trips to
Springfield with Surles to lobby the
legislature and governor for addi-
tional funding.
Nilsen said that on those trips,
Surles would go further than other
university presidents normally
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File photo
Former Eastern President Carol Surles
speaks during a meeting.
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The Daily Eastern News was
misinformed about where a hand-
gun was found and where
Anthony B. Mertz worked as it
appeared in Monday’s edition.
The .22-caliber handgun was
found in the ceiling tiles of a jani-
tor’s closest on the upstairs level of
Lantz Gymnasium.
Mertz, who is charged with the
murder of Eastern student
Shannon McNamara, was a stu-
dent worker in Lantz.
Another article in Monday’s
edition mispelled the vice presi-
dent for external relations’s name.
Her name is Jill Nilsen.
The News regrets the errors.
First week big for campus ministries
By Erika Larson
Activities editor
Students have a variety of orga-
nizations, groups and events wanti-
ng their involvement and participa-
tion, and among these are campus
ministries.
Several campus ministries have
offered nightly events this week to
get new students informed and
involved.
“Most students decide what
they’re going to do with the rest of
their school year activity-wise with-
in the first two weeks of school, so
everyone wants to get their organi-
zation’s name and purpose out,” said
Roger Songer, campus minister of
Christian Campus House/Christian
Campus Fellowship.
Various ministries have held ice
cream socials, picnics and cookouts
to allow new students to come and
see what is available to them.
“Turn-out’s been extraordinarily
good; better than usual,” said Greg
Witto, director of campus life at
Emmanuel Lutheran Church, which
has had over thirty students attend
each night at this past week’s activities.
“I think students need to get
involved in ministry, in serving one
another in the name of our Lord
and Savior,” Witto said.
Tony Soper, director/campus
minister at the Wesley Foundation,
said campus ministry is a place
where students can gather together
to strengthen each other in their
spiritual lives.
“We’re always lifting each other
up and helping each other carry
on,” Soper said.
Soper said their fellowship,
which is an interdenominational
group, has had 15 to 20 new stu-
dents attend in addition to their
regular group of 25 to 30.
The Newman Catholic Center
had a party on Sunday featuring the
band The Last Resorts to welcome
new students, and will continue to
hold events this week.
“The purpose of holding these
events is to expose students to other
students,” said Roy Lanham, cam-
pus minister/director for the
Newman Catholic Center.
“One of the most important
things about college besides learn-
ing is to make relationships that
hopefully can last a lifetime,” he
said. “We need friends to support us
in our journey of faith.”
Tim Sales, Inter Varsity staff
worker, said the fellowship had a lot
of new students come out for their
events.
“I think students should check
out and get involved with campus
ministry because physical life, emo-
tional life and spiritual life are all
three parts of life you need to
address,” he said.
Some of the events hosted by
the Christian Campus House this
week included a coffeehouse, a
spaghetti dinner and a luau.
Songer said he thinks students
need to realize there is more to life
than grades and getting a job. “They
need to realize that the spiritual part
of them is real – not a make-believe
thing – and is important for them to
come to grips with.”
Several ministries will have
events that continue into this week.
The Wesley Foundation will hold
its Power Light devotional service
at 9:15 p.m. on Wednesday, featur-
ing its praise band F.O.A.M.
(Fishers Of All Men). The
Lighthouse will be open from 10
p.m. to 1 a.m. on Friday.
Emmanuel Lutheran will hold
an ice cream social at 6 p.m. on
Thursday and a welcome back pic-
nic at 5 p.m. on Sunday. Bible study
is at 8 p.m. every Wednesday.
The Newman Catholic Center
is having a make-your-own-sundae
party after 9 p.m. Mass on
Wednesday and a freshmen-only
pizza party at 7 p.m. on Thursday,
followed by their new Alpha
Omega program at 8 p.m.
Inter Varsity has its first meeting
at 7 p.m. on Thursday in the
Greenup Room of the Martin
Luther King University Union.The
alternative rock band from
Champaign, Lotrel, will play from
10 p.m. to midnight on Friday at
The Warehouse.
Christian Campus House has
Bible study at 7 p.m. on
Wednesdays in the Campus House
and services Sundays at 10:30 a.m.
in Buzzard Auditorium.
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Bookworm
Chris Doles, a freshman chemical engineering major,gets a jump start on his studies Tuesday afternoon using the
Commemorative Courtyard wall as his support.
UB begins independent film series
By Erika Larson
Activities editor
The University Board Movie
Committee has big plans for the
semester, including the new
Independent Film Series that will
begin on Thursday.
The series will kick off with the
film “The Virgin Suicides,” show-
ing at 7 p.m. on Thursday in
Buzzard Auditorium.
“Anyone who is interested in
seeing a very good movie or who is
interested in independent films
should come,” said Ryan
Rinchiuso, the University Board’s
new movies coordinator.
Rinchiuso said the movie is a
coming-of-age film that main-
stream audiences would like. “I
was trying to please everyone,” he
said.
Kirsten Dunst (“Bring It On”)
and Josh Hartnett (“Pearl Harbor”)
both appear in the film.
Rinchiuso said he hoped people
might come to the event because
they know of those actors and then
fall in love with the movie.
Rinchiuso said he chose the
movie because he thought it was
beautifully shot, directed and acted.
“You really get into it and feel for
the characters,” he said.
“The Virgin Suicides” is the
first in a series of four independent
films  the UB is showing this
semester.
“Girlfight” will be shown in
September, followed by “Heavenly
Creatures” in October and “The
Professional” in November.
Rinchiuso said these movies
were not shown in the Charleston
area and are not very easy to find at
the video rental store.
“They’re very good movies,
and they deserve to be played on
a 16mm screen,” he said.
The Independent Film series is
just a part of what the movie com-
mittee is doing this semester, he
said.
“The Mummy Returns,”
“Legally Blonde,” “The Fast and
the Furious” and “American Pie 2”
will  be shown this semester before
they are released on video 
“Candyman” and “Pitch Black,”
two scary movies that Rinchiuso
said are not played on television as
much, will be shown on Oct. 20 for
Halloween.
Correction
Writers
needed!
Call Michelle 
at 581-2812
By Jessica Danielewicz
Campus editor
Both students and faculty may
have an easier time finding parking
this year, but students still need to
pay attention to where they are
allowed to park to avoid parking
tickets.
Over the summer, additional
parking was added south of Lantz
Gymnasium to compensate for
parking lost along Fourth Street and
contains parking for both staff and
students, said Lt. Faris Sweet of the
University Police Department.
“Students and staff both have
increased numbers of spaces this
year.”
But  starting 7 a.m. Monday the
UPD will begin to ticket student
vehicles parked in incorrect lots,
Sweet said. Vehicles parked in stu-
dent lots are not being ticketed this
week. However, student vehicles
that are parked in staff lots are being
ticketed.
He said students often think they
can park anywhere during the first
week of school, but they can only
park in the student parking areas.
Upperclassmen parking permits
are $50 per year or $25 per semester.
Underclassmen parking permits are
$150 per year or $75 per semester.
All permits can be purchased at the
UPD.
Students parking on campus
must be sure to read signs before
parking, especially for underclass-
men, to be sure they are in a correct
lot, Sweet said.
Designated parking for under-
classmen can be found in all Greek
Court lots, at East Hall, the
Carman Hall lot, the 9th Street lot
and three rows at the south end of
the W lot.
The stadium lot also is available
for underclassmen parking, but on
Thursdays the lot must be cleared by
noon for a Drivers’ Education class.
Underclassmen can park in any stu-
dent lot during this time but must be
back in designated underclassmen
parking by 7 a.m. Friday. If there is a
football game that same weekend,
underclassmen must be back in a
designated lot by 7 a.m. Monday.
If a student receives a parking
ticket, the ticket must be paid with-
in 28 days, or it will go onto a stu-
dent’s account and begin gaining
interest, Sweet said. If it remains
unpaid, a hold will be put on the stu-
dent’s account.
Parking tickets are typically $40.
However, if they are paid within five
working days, they are half price.
Sweet said there are some tickets
that will cost more, such as parking
in a fire lane or a handicapped space.
Campus
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Staff and student parking signs can change rapidly leaving students with parking tickets if they are caught in the wrong spots
during certain times. The spot designation can change from space to space, as in the Seventh Street parking lot in front of
the Tarble Arts Center shown above. 
Parking an easier
task than in past 
IBHE discusses salaries, awards grants
By Pat Guinane
Administration editor
Interim President Lou Hencken
welcomed the Illinois Board of
Higher Education to Eastern at
what he described as “an exciting
time to be on campus.”
He said outgoing President Carol
Surles told him that his first respon-
sibility as president would be to thank
the board for the funding Eastern
received for its many campus projects.
“I’d like to thank them for making
it difficult to walk around campus,”
Hencken said, alluding to the many
fences that surround construction
projects funded by the board.
Hencken will have to thank the
board again; Tuesday they allocated
more than $720,000 in grants to
Eastern. The largest allocation was
$456,000 for strategic incentives for
baccalaureate degree completion.
Eastern was the only university to
receive a grant for strategic learning.
Mary Herrington-Perry, assistant
vice president for academic affairs,
said the grant money will be used to
fund two programs.
The first program is aimed at
assisting community college students
in completing bachelor’s degrees in
computer information systems. The
program would offer web-based
courses, thus allowing students to
complete their degrees without trav-
eling to Eastern, Herrington-Perry
said.
The second program would pro-
vide funding to bolster the universi-
ty’s student learning assessment.
Herrington-Perry said this would be
achieved through such policies as
TASKS, a critical thinking examina-
tion administered to seniors during
their senior seminar courses.
Eastern also received three
Higher Education Cooperation Act
grants totaling more  than $260,000.
The largest of the three grants was
$125,000. It will go toward establish-
ing a long-term “Beginning Teacher
Induction Program,” which will help
maintain the number and quality of
new teachers.
The second largest grant, at
$83,000, will be used to create the “P-
16 Education Portal for Central
Illinois,” a Web site with resources and
training opportunities for educators.
The final grant of $57,000 will be
used to start an “Excelling Through
Enrichment Summer Camp.”
The board also heard a presenta-
tion on faculty salaries at universities
and colleges throughout Illinois.
From 1999 to 2001, faculty
salaries at universities in Illinois rose
an average of 9.6 percent. During
that time, faculty salaries at Eastern
climbed 13.7 percent, which was the
highest of any of the 12 publicly
funded universities in Illinois.
However, in 2001, among state
public universities, Eastern ranked
last in average faculty salary with an
average of $51,300 compared with
the state average of $62,500.
David Radavich, president of
Eastern’s chapter of University
Professional of Illinois, which repre-
sents Eastern’s faculty, said the report
offered a mixed review of faculty
salaries at Eastern.
“We’re making good progress.
We’ve made good progress over the
last several years,” he said. “We still
have a long way to go, and I think the
legislature recognizes that and the
board, and we’re working on it.”
Radavich said faculty salaries still
need to be raised across the board,but
some employees are worse off than
others.
“The ones who are suffering the
most really are annually contracted
faculty, who are the farthest from
their mark,” Radavich said.
Senate gears up for semester
By Aaron Swiercz
Student government editor
Finding direction will be the
focus of  the Student Senate
meeting this Wednesday, as it
prepares for the tasks of the
school year and attempts to fill its
empty positions.
The meeting will be held at 
7 p.m. in the Arcola-Tuscola
Room of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
During the summer, two sen-
ate members resigned their posi-
tions, leaving a total of 10 posi-
tions to be filled for the senate to
operate at full capacity.
“We have a third of the senate
missing,” said Speaker of the
Senate Joe Robbins.  “It would
be nice to see if enough people
are interested in filling those
positions before the senate gets
too far into its business for the
year.”
Also, this meeting will serve
as an introduction for new senate
members to grasp the concept
behind their responsibilities in
office.
“A meeting with a light agen-
da is good for all the new sena-
tors to get their feet wet, so they
don’t have to be grasping con-
cepts while they are in the middle
of business or discussion,” he
said.
The senate will hear a presen-
tation by Reed Benedict about
getting the students and the stu-
dent government involved in
Oktoberfest on the Square in
Charleston.
Local business owners will
have a meeting tomorrow at 5
p.m. in Marianne’s Deli on the
Square, and representatives of
the senate will be there.
The senate only has one bill
on the agenda for Wednesday and
several approvals including the
appointment of a secretary, an
off-campus senate member and
an at-large senate member.
Afterward, the individual
committees will report on their
activities and bring any business
they may have to the senate floor.
We have a third of the sen-
ate missing.
Joe Robbins,
Senate Speaker
“
”
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Appointment sits heavy with Faculty Senate
By Pat Guinane
Administration editor
The appointment of Jill Nilsen to
vice president for external relations
without the consent of the entire fac-
ulty senate did not sit well with some
senate members.
Prior to resigning, former
President Carol Surles appointed
Nilsen to the position she had held on
an interim basis. Before doing so,
Surles consulted with Senate Chair
Bud Fischer along with Vice Chair
Reed Benedict and outgoing chair
James Tidwell via conference call, but
not the entire senate.
“It’s a fiat, and it violates the poli-
cies of the board,” said Anne Zahlan,
faculty senate member. “Just deciding
that maybe this was OK doesn’t sit
well with me.”
Fischer said two main reasons
existed as to why he approved of
Nilsen’s appointment. The first was
that two searches designed to fill the
position had proven unsuccessful and
the second was the lack of infrastruc-
ture that existed within the depart-
ment. His theory was that if Nilsen
was permanently appointed to the
position, she could hire the staff nec-
essary to improve the department.
“I thought it made sense at the
time,” Fischer said of Nilsen’s
appointment.
Zahlan disagreed.
“I have problems with the lack of
procedure,” Zahlan said, stating that
the Faculty Senate’s constitution pro-
vides that the senate should have right
of consultation,which should amount
to more than an informal chat with
some of the members.
“We just need to make absolutely
sure that this is not a precedent,” she
said.
Fischer said the senate would con-
sider drafting a resolution concerning
hiring practices to address appoint-
ments of this nature. The senate also
will consider drafting a resolution to
thank president Surles for all the hard
work she did while at Eastern.
In other business, the senate is
looking for faculty members to serve
temporarily while senate members are
on sabbaticals. One replacement sen-
ate member is needed for the fall
semester and two are being sought for
the spring.
The senate also needs faculty
members to fill various committee
appointments.
The Technology Enhanced and
Delivered Education Grant
Committee has one vacancy for a
one-year term. Applicants would not
be eligible to apply for a technology
Enhanced and Delivered Education
grant.
The Council for Faculty Research
has an opening for a one-year term. It
needs a faculty member from the
humanities department to fill the
vacancy created when Lynn Curry
left on sabbatical.
The Library Advisory Board also
has one position open. It must be
filled by a faculty member from the
college of education and professional
studies.
According to Fischer, WEIU is
back on track. Richard Sailors was
hired as director over the summer,
Fischer also said he said plans to con-
vert the television station to digital
broadcasting appear to have the prop-
er funding.
“It looks like they will be able to go
digital with the the money they got
from the state,” he said.
Finally, the senate considered
future topics to discuss. Among those
mentioned were an update on the
campus’master plan, fostering an aca-
demic environment on campus,facul-
ty development,retention of both stu-
dents and faculty and initiatives to
increase diversity on campus.
Eastern
classes
offered at
Lake Land
By Jamie Fetty
Staff writer
Eastern’s School of Adult and
Continuing Education will be offer-
ing a selection of classes at nearby
Lake Land Community College in
Mattoon, continuing a tradition of
collaboration between the institutions.
“We work with Eastern Illinois
University anytime we can, providing
spaces or creating 2+2 degree pro-
grams,” said Cheryl Yount of Lake
Land’s department of adult and con-
tinuing education.
The classes, which include “The
12-step Movement: History, Process
and Purpose” and “American
Wilderness and Wildlife,” are held
on Lake Land’s campus and are
taught by Eastern faculty or adjunct
staff.
Classes began Aug. 20, but regis-
tration remains open until Aug. 30.
The courses are primarily geared
toward Eastern’s adult part-time stu-
dents over 25, working toward a
Board of Trustees/Bachelor of Arts
degree or looking for self-enrichment.
Other programs include the 2+2
program and workshops within
departments such as family and con-
sumer science and education. The
2+2 programs combine two years of
study at Lake Land with two years at
Eastern for a bachelor’s degree.
For more information and a com-
plete catalog of off-campus classes
and programs, visit the department of
adult and continuing education on
the second floor of Blair Hall, or call
581-5114.
Chicago prosecutors
shot in South Carolina
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — A federal prose-
cutor from Chicago was fatally shot and another
was wounded in an attempted robbery near the
University of South Carolina, the FBI said
Tuesday.
Michael Messer, 49, was pronounced dead on
arrival at a local hospital late Monday after he
was shot in the back and leg. Richard Gillum
Ferguson, 51, was treated for a gunshot wound to
the arm and released.
The two assistant U.S. attorneys were in town
attending a training program at the U.S.
Department of Justice National Advocacy Center
at the university in downtown Columbia.
Messer and Ferguson were walking from a
nearby entertainment district about 10 p.m. when
they passed two men who demanded at gunpoint
that the two prosecutors lie on the ground, said
Columbia police spokesman Rob Schaller.
NIU rape suspect linked to prior assaults
SYCAMORE (AP) — Police say they have
linked a 33-year-old man accused of raping a
Northern Illinois University student in April to two
other sexual assaults committed more than a
decade ago.
Prosecutors on Monday used the link to con-
vince DeKalb County Circuit Court Judge
Douglas Engel to revoke Todd Allgood’s
$750,000 bond and send him back to DeKalb
County Jail. His next court appearance is sched-
uled for Aug. 31.
“We believe the bond was not adequate for the
protection of the public,” DeKalb Assistant State’s
Attorney Joe Pedersen said.
But Allgood, who had posted bond last month
in the NIU case, cannot be charged with the
assaults from 1989 and 1990 because the statute of
limitations for filing those charges ran out after
three years, police said.
Police said they linked Allgood to those
assaults after noticing a pattern between those
incidents and the NIU case. They later matched
DNA evidence from the earlier assaults to
Allgood.
Allgood’s attorney, Calvin Campbell, objected
to the judge’s decision to revoke his client’s bond.
“We have been provided no evidence from the
state that we can examine to determine whether or
not their claim is true on the DNA case,” he said.
“That bare assertion, without any testimony from
any experts, we felt wasn’t enough to revoke his
bond.”
Allgood, who was enrolled at NIU, is accused
of kidnapping and sexually assaulting a 21-year-
old NIU student on April 25. Prosecutors allege
that Allgood kidnapped the woman at gunpoint
from a gravel parking lot on the 1100 block of West
Lincoln Highway near the campus and forced her
to drive to his home in the Edgebrook Trailer Park
in Sycamore. At his home, prosecutors allege,
Allgood sexually assaulted the woman before forc-
ing her to drive him back to the campus.
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Wednesday is Ladies Nite @
$2 22oz MILLER LITE BOTTLES 
NEW! HOOCH HARD LEMONADE
ON TAP!
featur
ing a
CRAZY PARTYIN’
DJ
PLUS TROPICAL PITCHERS
VODKA,RUM & AMARETTO
FOOD SPECIALS
Monday-Lunch
Hamburger basket w/
fries &
pickle.....$3.95
Dinner- 1/2 rack of baby-
back ribs & 2
sides.....$8.95
Thursday- Lunch Pulled
Pork BBQ basket w/ fries
& pickle.....$4.95
Dinner- Steak Nite 8oz.
Char Grilled sirloin, slaw
and potato salad
Tuesday-Lunch
Chicken or Ham
Salad.....$4.95
Dinner- Bacon Wrapped
Pork Tenderlion
Filet.....$7.95
$1.00 BudLight PTs
Friday-Lunch
Fish Filet Sandwich
Basket.....$4.95
Dinner- Too Much
Walleye.....$6.95
Lemon Pepper
Capensis.....$6.95
Wednesday-Lunch
Pulled Pork BBQ
Sandwich
Basket.....$4.95
Dinner- All You Can Eat
Cat Fish Fillets.....$6.95
$1.00 Miller Light PTs
Saturday-Lunch
Pulled Pork BBQ
Sandwich
Basket.....$4.95
Dinner- Seef Bach
Ribs.....$7.95
Frog Leg Dinner.....$8.95
the daily eastern news
advertise.
advertisers!
this is your chance to
impress:
• neighbors
• friends
• loved ones
• many more!
place your ad today in the
daily eastern news!
one of our friendly ad representatives
will be happy to serve you!
INDEPENDENCE, Mo. (AP)
— President Bush said Tuesday he
will give his family’s $600 tax rebate
to charity, as he fiercely defended his
tax cut against Democratic charges
that it has already imperiled
Medicare and Social Security.
In Harry Truman’s hometown, at
a high school named for the presi-
dent who first championed federal
health benefits for the elderly, Bush
swore that under his administration
“every dime that comes into
Medicare will be spent on
Medicare.”
He also sought to assure
Americans that “we’ve got enough
money” to pay for his tax cuts, pay
down more than $100 billion in pub-
lic debt and boost spending on
defense and education — all without
dipping into Social Security
reserves.
“I know this: we’re not going to
raise the taxes on the people. I know
this: that we’re going to make sure
additional spending doesn’t cut into
essential programs like Social
Security and Medicare,” the presi-
dent said.
He expressed confidence there
would be no government shutdown
over a spending stalemate with
Congress, but he did suggest he
would veto any bill that spent more
than what Congress agreed to in a
budget resolution earlier this year.
Bush spoke on the eve of a sched-
uled announcement by the Office of
Management and Budget, updating
projections of the federal surplus.
The new estimates are expected to
show that the Medicare surplus — as
with all but about $1 billion of the
rest of the general-revenue surplus
— is gone.
Democrats blamed the Bush tax
cut.
“I see no more irresponsible act
than that of the Bush administra-
tion’s tax cut,” Senate
Appropriations Committee chair-
man Robert Byrd, D-W.Va., said in
an interview. “It was the tax cut that
was based on faulty projections.”
The Democratic National
Committee aired TV ads in a half-
dozen cities, including
Independence, saying Bush’s budget
raids Medicare and “violates one of
Harry Truman’s basic principles —
protecting our seniors.”
Karen Hughes, counselor to the
president, argued that the Bush
administration had simply used the
surplus in the Medicare Part A trust
fund, which pays for seniors’ hospi-
tal stays, to cover the deficit in
Medicare Part B, which pays for
doctor visits.
“The Democrats’ logic is they
will fund only the hospital part of
Medicare, not the doctors’ part, and
we think we should pay both,”
Hughes said.
The DNC spots were prepared
by the ad team used by former Vice
President Al Gore in last year’s con-
tested election. Bush dismissed them
as the work of partisans and big
spenders.
Bush: Tax cut money not a threat Judge says no more
hearings on vaccinations
CASPER, Wyo. (AP) — A feder-
al judge has approved an agreement
barring the state from holding hear-
ings to determine whether parents
who object to immunizations for their
children have sincere religious con-
victions about the issue.
U.S. District Judge William
Downes approved the settlement
Aug. 8 between the Wyoming
Department of Health and several
parents.
Wyoming officials had made
hepatitis B vaccination shots manda-
tory for entry into the public school
system. But some parents refused,
saying they objected on religious
grounds, and argued that administra-
tive hearings held to determine their
sincerity about the issue violated their
constitutional right to freedom of reli-
gion.
The Wyoming Supreme Court
ruled in favor of the parents in March,
saying such hearings are illegal.
Debbie Cooper, who has three
young children, said Tuesday that she
was pleased that the issue had also
been approved by the federal judge.
“I think most parents kind of have
an instinct for what is best for their
children,” she said.
Steven H. Aden, a lawyer for the
Rutherford Institute, a Washington,
D.C., civil rights organization which
aided the parents, said the hearings
probably marked the first time in
American history in which a state
required residents to prove their “reli-
gious sincerity.”
“We thought that had gone the
way of the Inquisition,” he said.
The state Health Department had
made the vaccinations mandatory,
contending it had a duty to protect
children from disease and that too
many non-immunized children
would endanger other children.
Jury deliberations begin in tire death case
McALLEN, Texas (AP) —
Deliberations began Tuesday in a $1
billion liability lawsuit against
Bridgestone/Firestone Inc. stem-
ming from a rollover accident that
left a Texas woman paralyzed.
The judge asked jurors to deter-
mine whether the Firestone
Wilderness AT tire had a manufac-
turing defect because of poor design
and negligence.
“This tire has killed more people
than Timothy McVeigh. That is the
awesome nature of the tragedy,”
Mikal Watts, a lawyer for Joel
Rodriguez, said in closing argu-
ments.
The lawsuit was brought by
Rodriguez, a physician whose wife,
Marisa, was left brain-damaged and
in a wheelchair after the crash of a
Ford Explorer with Firestone tires
on a Mexican road last year.
More than 200 deaths and 800
injuries in the United States have
been blamed on Explorers rolling
over after the tread on a Firestone
peeled away. This is the first such
lawsuit to go to trial.
Rodriguez’s lawyers contend
Bridgestone/Firestone knew tread
separation was a problem on its tires
long before it recalled 6.5 million of
them last summer.
Firestone lawyers, however,
have blamed the crash on Ford
Motor Co., saying the faulty design
of the Explorer SUV made tires lose
their tread. They said any other
vehicle wouldn’t have rolled over
after a similar tire failure.
Firestone lawyer Knox Nunnally
presented internal Ford correspon-
dence from 1988 that he said
showed the automaker knew early
on about the faulty design of the
Explorer.
Nunnally said the correspon-
dence showed high fatality rates in
rollover crashes involving its
Bronco II, forerunner to the
Explorer. The documents show that
even company test drivers had diffi-
culty handling the Explorer, he said.
“It is their job,” Nunnally said,
referring to the injured woman’s
family, “to prove with a preponder-
ance of evidence that the tire was
defective. We believe they have not
yet done that.”
Gangster sentenced to
10 years for racketeering
BOSTON (AP) — Mobster
Stephen “The Rifleman” Flemmi
was sentenced Tuesday to 10 years
in prison under a deal that resolves
extortion, money laundering and
obstruction of justice charges
against him.
In issuing the sentence, U.S.
District Judge Mark L. Wolf lashed
out at the FBI for mishandling its 30-
year relationship with Flemmi and
reputed mob boss James “Whitey”
Bulger. Flemmi worked as an FBI
informant while allegedly helping to
run South Boston’s Winter Hill Gang
with Bulger, who is on the agency’s
most wanted list of fugitives.
“If Mr. Flemmi has committed
any of the crimes with which he
remains charged, he was able to do
so because of the protection of the
Federal Bureau of Investigations,”
Wolf said.
The plea agreement dismisses
four murder charges, but it does not
dismiss the most serious charges.
Flemmi still faces a trial on charges
that he killed 10 people, including a
former girlfriend and his 26-year-
old stepdaughter.
Flemmi also is charged with
murder in Oklahoma and Florida,
both of which carry possible death
sentences.
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Thursday Aug. 23rd
7pm Buzzard Auditorium
Admission Free W/Panther Card
$ 2 General Public
UB Comedy Presents
Eric Nieves
Friday, Aug. 24, 2001 at 9pm
7th Street Underground 
It’s
Waffle Cone
Wednesday
at
City Council
allocates funds
for Chuckstock
By Meg McNichols
City editor
This year’s Chuckstock, devel-
oped by Charleston’s Parks and
Recreation  Department, will be
receiving a little financial backing
from the City Council.
In a unanimous vote, City
Council members authorized the
expenditure of Tourism Board funds
in the amount of $500 for Saturday’s
musical fest.
The festival, to begin at 3 p.m.
Saturday, marks the first event held
at the new Kiwanis Park
Amphitheater.
Council member Larry Rennels
said that despite meetings between
the Tourism Board and Eastern offi-
cials to publicize the event in the
Parent’s Weekend flyer, no mention
of it was made.
“If I were to attend all the activi-
ties listed (in the flyer) I’d have a hard
time getting down to the Square,” for
Chuckfest Rennels said.
Financial backing in the amount
of $2,000 also was allocated toward
Oktoberfest 2001, scheduled to
kick-off on Oct 27 on the Square.
The money, which will come
from the Tourism Board, was debat-
ed upon before it passed when mayor
Cougill voiced his doubts over the
upcoming event.
“I have not yet seen an applica-
tion for a (liquor) license,” Cougill
said. “I’d like to see this thing go, but
it should be a lot more organized.”
The $2,000 would not be enough
to cover the cost of a liquor license he
said.
Rennels added that the organiz-
ers of the event should have been
more prepared for the event by this
point in time.
In other business, Cougill alerted
the council that Illinois High School
Association track meet organizers
may be shopping around for a new
location.
Unless Eastern agrees to make
the event patron-friendly by offering
side venues for games and activities
related to the meet, organizers may
look to a different site.
Additionally, another mural is
scheduled to decorate downtown
Charleston backed by $3,000 pro-
vided by the Tourism Board to con-
tract painter Glen Davies.
Davies will paint a mural on the
west side of the Chamber of
Commerce building depicting the
painting,“Lincoln Saying Good-Bye
to His Mother.”
A resolution passed to indemnify
city employees against personal lia-
bility resulting from lawsuits in
response to recent suits filed by
members of the city’s fire depart-
ment against four city officials.
Brian Bower, the city’s attorney,
cautioned Cougill against relating
any details of the lawsuit.
Rental service opens in old restaurant
Sara Figiel / Photo editor
The construction of the Five Star Rental on Lincoln Avenue is speculated to be complete by Sep. 17, according to the
Owner Dennis Grubaugh, who works at the site of his store on Tuesday afternoon. 
By Meg McNichols
City editor
A host of Lincoln Avenue
restaurants have been missing,
and most recently, Sirloin
Stockade was transformed into
Five Star Rental.
Owner Dennis Grubaugh is
the man behind the face-lift of
the Sirloin Stockade, and after
120 days of remodeling, he hopes
to open on Sep. 17.
Five Star will offer tools, con-
struction equipment and party
rental items including archways
and candelabras, Grubaugh said.
After 18 years in the business
and then retirement, Grubaugh
has re-emerged to open up his
fifth store.
Locations where his other
stores were opened include
Vandalia and North Carolina,
but the store is not a chain. It’s
merely been re-located a few
times, he said.
Construction did not follow a
demolition of the restaurant.
Sirloin Stockade’s original
building still stands but has been
gutted and additions have been
constructed on either side.
Grubaugh said he was inter-
ested in the property after dri-
ving down Lincoln Avenue one
day.
“I saw the for sale sign and
came in (to see about it).”
Grubaugh said he fell into his
business as easily as he came
upon the property.
“I got tired of people borrow-
ing tools, so I rented them.”
Sirloin Stockade closed down
during the spring of 2000 and
had been deserted since.
Other properties on Lincoln
Avenue that were restaurants and
also are closed now include
Hardees and How y’All, which
was originally known as Lulus,
and before that, Kentucky Fried
Chicken.
Owen Motor Sports relocates off Route 16
By Meg McNichols
City editor
More than just a motorcycle
shop, Owen Motor Sports Inc. has
re-located from Fourth and Madison
streets to open a brand-new store off
of Route 16 that offers a variety of
motorcycles, motorcross and all-ter-
rain vehicles.
Since opening July 16,
Comptroller Patti Lewis said busi-
ness has flourished, and fall brings on
increased sales in ATVs and marks
the end of the summer months’
motorcycle sales.
“The bikes we sell are seasonal,
but we maintain good business
throughout the winter,” Lewis said.
Owen Motor Sports Inc. invites
customers to come in and have a
good time with its store’s front slo-
gan: “Your fun starts here!”
Lewis said the slogan reflects the
store’s attitude toward potential cus-
tomers and boasts a wide selection of
bikes for people of all ages. Off-road
bikes are ready to ride and tailored
for children as young as seven.
The 24,000 square-foot facility
includes a warehouse and showroom
where sport, cruiser and touring
motorcycles are on display.
Besides more than 300 models in
stock, Owen also offers bike repair,
parts and accessories for all its mod-
els. The store carries Honda, Suzuki
and Polaris vehicles.
Born and raised in Charleston,
owner Mike Owen moved the store
from its original location out to
11660 Old State Rd. to take advan-
tage of the space and its close prox-
imity to the traffic on Route 16.
“We have test tracks for trail and
street bikes,” Lewis said.
The dirt trails and hills surround
the property and wind through a re-
surfaced road and patch of trees
where Owen has plans to replace
the picnic tables that once served as
the old Route 16 rest stop, Lewis
said.
Outside the store-front, the
ATVs are on display and are brought
in and out by the 20 member staff
each day. Repairs are done in the
warehouse and house extra units.
Keeping in tune with the staff ’s
mantra of a fun time, a patio area is
set up on the left of the storefront
where plans are laid out to create an
area for customers to sit and relax
during their visits to the store, she
said.
In the showroom, among tee-
shirts and accessories, safety gear,
including helmets, gloves, motor-
cross gear and pads also are on sale
and customers can watch television
while they browse.
In the center of the showroom
enclosed in an arena-style ceiling
drop are four big screen televisions
overlooking a woodland scene.
A rustic theme plays out in the
center of the floor where a pond full
of goldfish appears to be waiting for
the disruption of the camouflaged
ATV resting nearby.
Five Star Rental offers tools, construction equipment
Sara Figiel / Photo editor
Handfuls of people trickled in Owen Motor Sports Inc. at it s new location on Route
16 Tuesday afternoon. The move to the 24,000 square-foot facility from Fourth and
Madison Streets offers more space inside and out.
Wanted PT bartender & waitress.
Apply in person to Charleston
Eagles 3100 at  375 N. 14th St.
Charleston. After 11 a.m.
8/24
Cocktail Waitress/Bartender at
The Place in Ashmore, 8 miles
east of Charleston. Must be 21,
call for interview. 349-8613
_______________________8/24
*Access to computer?
Internet/mail order free booklet.
1-800-218-7543. www.Money-
Dreams.com
_______________________9/14
The Parks and Recreation
Department is immediately seek-
ing applications for Afterschool
Club Instructors for the school
year. We are looking for responsi-
ble, enthusiastic people with a
background in early childhood
education or recreation.
Afterschool Club will begin Aug.
28 and end June 7. For more
information contact Parks and
Recreations Department at 345-
6897 and ask for Diane Ratliff.
_______________________8/22
Charleston CUSD #1 announces
the following positions for the
2001-2002 school year:
1/2-time Preschool
1/2-time Reading Recovery
(person should already be
trained)
Submit application, transcripts
and copy of teacher certificate(s) 
to: Dr. Ted Wetekamp
CUSD #1
410 W. Polk
Charleston, IL  61920
Ph. # (217)345-2106
CUSD #1 is also in need of:
substitute teachers
substitute custodians
substitute secretaries
Inquire at above address.
_______________________8/23
Charleston Dairy Queen is now
hiring for noon hours. Will work
around your schedule. Apply at
20 State Street, Charleston.
_______________________8/31
Experienced servers needed.
Flexible availability. Apply at
Cody’s Roadhouse, Mattoon.
_______________________8/24
MODELS NEEDED. Male or
female models for painting class-
es for Fall 2001 semester and
weekend drawing sessions. To
apply, come to the Art Office, Fine
Arts 216.
_______________________8/31
LANDSCAPE WORKERS: Part-
time Fall job includes shoveling,
laying brick, stone, etc. Starting
pay $7.00 with opportunity for
raises. References and valid dri-
ver’s license required. For appli-
cation, call Franklin Landscaping
at 345-2683.
_______________________8/23
Wanted: A computer expert to
print some choral music. 345-
5654.
_________________8/23
COUNTY OFFICE PRODUCTS,
406 6th st. Part time delivery and
in store customer service. Apply
in person.
_________________8/24
Wanted PT bartender & waitress.
Apply in person to Charleston
Eagles 3100. 375 N. 14th St.
Charleston, after 11 a.m.
_______________________8/24  
Babysitter needed for 2 children
from 10am-2pm Monday-Friday
348-7942
_______________________8/24 
Have fun meeting new people, DJ
at Mothers!  We have the sound if
you have the party tunes. 345-
2171. 9 a.m. -11 a.m.
_______________________8/24
Immediate openings for servers
and bus personal at Mattoon
Country Club. Experience and
day availability helpful. Call John
at 234-8831 for an Appointment.
_______________________8/29
FRONT DESK HELP NEEDED
AT STUDENT PUBLICATIONS.
MORNING HOURS NEEDED.
APPLY AT 1802 BUZZARD.
_______________________8/31
NOW 3 people, 2 bedroom, 1 Loft
on the square. Water, trash, heat
included. $240 each. call 348-
7733.
_______________________8/28
3BR House, 2 Baths. AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY!  1/2 Block from
EIU. $600 per month. Will take 3
students. Lease and Deposit
required. Call 276-7888 or 345-
4028.
________________________9/4
For Rent clean 2 br , spacious, 2
blocks from campus, furn, water
incl. $400/mo. 840-4656 (cell
phone).
9\6
3 bdrm apt., fully furnished, 9th
St. across from Buzzard. For
more information, call 348-0157
________________________01
Loft Apartment on square, 3
Bedrooms, 3 Sky Lights, 3
Students. 345-2702
________________________01
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 348-1479
________________________01
APTS NOW, 2 bedroom, furn &
unfurn, No pets 345-7286
________________________01
STUDENT APARTMENTS, May &
Aug, ex cond, Furn & unfurn., 1,2
& 3 bedroom, No pets 345-7286
________________________01
STUDENT HOUSES, Fall 2001-
2,3,4 & 5 Bdrms, ex. con., furn &
unfurn. Most with laundry  No
Pets, $250-$300 per person 345-
7286
________________________01
FALL 2001-5 bdrm house for girls
Excellent location, Laundry, AC
No Pets 345-7286
________________________01
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS.
1,2, & 3 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS. ALL APARTMENTS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. PHONE
345-6533 (OLD).
________________________01
NOW LEASING 2 BR FUR-
NISHED APTS. QUIET PLACE
TO LIVE AND STUDY!  NO PETS.
MCARTHUR MANOR APART-
MENTS. 345-2231.
________________________01
CAMPBELL APARTMENTS.
STUDIO 1,2,3 BEDROOM, HEAT,
WATER, TRASH, ELECTRIC.
416 6TH ST. 345-3754
________________________01
New 2 bedroom apt. Furnished,
utilities included. NO PETS!
2121 18th Street. Call 345-6885
or 345-7007.
________________________01
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARK-
ING. OFFICE 345-1266 OR 346-
3161.
________________________01
2 Bedroom Townhouse
Apartment. Furnished. Trash
pickup included. 2 blocks from
campus. Call 348-0350.
________________________01
LOOK 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAM-
PUS!  Large one BR Apartment,
quiet, low utilities. 345-2265
________________________01
VERY LARGE 2 AND 3 BED-
ROOM APARTMENTS. FUR-
NISHED, CLOSE TO BUZZARD,
CAMPUS, SEPARATE LEASES,
POOL, AND LAUNDRY ON-SITE.
LINCOLN WOOD PINETREE
345-6000.
________________________01
10 month leases avail on student
rentals, houses and apartments,
ex con. No pets. 345-7286
________________________01
Apartment for rent. Available May
1. 2 Bedroom furnished apart-
ment for couple, or two females.
Lease and security required. 348-
8305
________________________01
ONE MONTH RENT FREE!! One
block from campus. 4 bedroom
house. 773-230-8452
________________________01
3 Bedroom House for rent. 1038
9th Street. Reference and deposit
required. Available August 1.
$240/person. 348-1067.
_______________________6/27
4 bedroom 2 bath Townhouse
available for the 2001-2002
school year. Washer & Dryer,
Central Heat and Air, Dishwasher
and Disposal. Very close to cam-
pus. $235/person/month.
First/Last/Deposit/Lease. Trash
paid. Move in  August 1. No pets.
345-8458
________________________01
Close to campus/Morton Park.
House for 3-4 students to rent for
2001-2002 school year. 1 and 1/2
baths, Air conditioning, washer &
dryer, large eat-in kitchen, 2 car
garage, large yard, basement.
First/last/deposit/lease required.
Move in August 1. No pets. 345-
8458 Leave message.
________________________01
4 bedroom Student House excel-
lent condition. Washer/dryer, cen-
tral air, dishwasher, parking. No
pets. 345-7286.
________________________01
5 bedroom Student House, close
to EIU excellent condition.
Washer/dryer, air, screen porch,
no pets. 345-7286
________________________01
Roommate needed-1 or 2 per-
sons. Clean house, smokers and
pets accepted. No deposit
required. Own room and split util-
ities. Call 235-0265, 273-5226, or
856-2318
_______________________8/31
One bedroom furnished apart-
ment near campus. a/c, dish-
washer, very nice. $400/month.
Youngstown Apt, call 345-2363
_______________________8/24
Female house mates, share or
single room. $250-$275.
Furnished, ALL UTILITIES
INCLUDED. 1808 S. 9th, near
EIU Health Clinic. 345-3273
_______________________8/24
Now leasing 2BR furnished Apts.
Quiet place to live & study!  No
pets. McArthur Manor
Apartments. 345-2231
________________________01
ROOMS FOR MEN IN MY
HOUSE. Quiet, serious students
only. Fall/Spring, $195/mo. 9
month contract. Most utilities
included. AC & Kitchen privileges.
One block from campus. Dian,
345-7266 after 5 pm.
________________________01
Girls 2 bdrm, clean, furnished,
water, trash, washer and dryer
included. $260 ea. 1111 2nd st.
235-3373 or 348-5427
_______________________8/24
Dorm sized refrig. for rent, 3 sizes
available. 348-7746
_______________________8/31
Deluxe lease student apt.
Mattoon. Carpet, all new appli-
ances, 2 vanities, dressing room,
large bath. 348-8406.
________________________00
Now Renting newly remodeled
4BR house. Also available 1BR.
Phone 276-5537
________________________00
MOVE IN SPECIAL -ONE
MONTH RENT FREE. 2-4 BR
one block from campus. $225 per
person for 2-4 people.
________________________00
Clean, used furniture. New twin,
full & queen bedding. Low prices,
delivery available. Elliott’s
Furniture. 712 Lakeland Blvd.
Mattoon, IL  61938  Call for info:
1-800-300-0773.
_______________________8/24
Dorm sized refrigerator. Phone
348-7746.
_______________________8/31
Clean used furniture. New twin,
full and queen bedding low prices,
Delivery Available. Elliott
Furniture 712 Lakeland BLVD
Mattoon, IL  Call for info  1-800-
300-0773.
_______________________8/24
Futon. Good Condition. $60. Call
(217)581-8095.
_______________________8/24
Everything must go! Multiple fam-
ily yard sale. Furniture, appli-
ances, and more. Great for stu-
dents. 1705 12th St. Sat 8-4.
_______________________8/24
86 Honda Spree 50cc. Red exc
cond 2xxx mi $550 345-1521 after
4pm.
_______________________8/24
Two lofts for sale. Fits Taylor or
Thomas. Well built and in great
condition. $150 each. (price
negotiable). call 348-0299
_______________________8/26 
1 sublessor for 3 bedroom house.
$320/month, all utilities included.
washer and dryer. VERY NICE.
Call 618-392-0432 or 618-843-
9999. Ask for Michelle.
______________________8/24
Two bedroom apartment on the
square for fall and spring semes-
ters. Available immediately.
$440/mo. Call 345-0401
______________________8/31
Willow Heights Apartments. 2
girls need a roommate, have your
own room. Call Kristin for details
217-345-9311
______________________8/24
FALL AND SPRING. 2 GIRLS
NEEDED FOR 4 GIRL APART-
MENT ACROSS FROM DOMI-
NO’S. CALL 345-9761 FOR
INFO.
______________________8/21
SUBLESSOR NEEDED. ONE
GIRL FOR A TWO BEDROOM
TO SHARE WITH A VERY NICE
ROOMMATE. DISHWASHER,
DECK, CENTRAL AIR, NEWLY
REMODELED, QUIET LOCA-
TION NEXT TO CAMPUS. CALL
LESLIE AT 345-2363.
______________________8/24
1 female to sublet a room with
four other girls, on Grant, good
location. $225 month call 345-
7014
______________________8/24
Roommate needed M/F.
Spacious 4 bedroom, own room,
close to campus. 348-1008
______________________8/29
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PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by  NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may  be edited for available space.
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: o Yes o No
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
UNIVERSITY BOARD HOMECOMING.  1st Committee
Meeting, tonight at 9:00 in the Arcola/Tuscola Room.
University Board Homecoming committee members only!
NOT FOR RSOs.
WESLEY FOUNDATION.  Powerlight tonight at 9:15 p.m.
at The Wesley Foundation across 4th street from Lawson.
Contemporary Christian music with praise band F.O.A.M.
A time of worship for everyone.
CampusClips
Crossword Edited by Will Shortz
ACROSS
1 Calculate
astrologically
5 Smart player
10 Stupefy
14 Recorded pro-
ceedings
15 Easily broken
16 Rubber-stamp
17 May dance,
maybe
18 Pro follower
19 ___ Horn
20 Desk item
that’s nothing
to sneeze at?
23 Japanese hon-
orific
24 Bartlett rela-
tives
28 Hollow
32 Eccentric
35 Originated
36 Ballet move-
ment
37 Stat that’s
good when
under 3.00
38 Folk group
that’s nothing
to sneeze at?
42 Wee hour
43 Netman
Nastase
44 Chilling
45 Vinegar flavor-
ing
48 Tricky problem
49 Krupp works
city
50 Deserving a
spanking
51 70’s-80’s show
that’s nothing
to sneeze at?
59 Corner after
“GO”
62 1976 best sell-
er that starts in
Gambia
63 Lust after,
visually
64 Differential
attachment
65 Slacken
66 Job opening
67 Join of arc?
68 Work with clay
69 Big buildup
DOWN
1 Comics fellow
who hangs out
in a pub
2 Piece of prop-
erty
3 Sign on the
corner
4 Pack down
5 Brawl
6 Soak
7 Alpine river
8 “La Bohème”
heroine
9 Smeltery
refuse
10 Person who’s
been given the
third degree?
11 Blotter letters
12 Microwave
13 Real looker
21 Aromatic com-
pound
22 TNT alterna-
tive
25 Sullies
26 1976 film fea-
turing telekine-
sis
27 Buffy is one
28 “Breakfast at
Tiffany’s”
author
29 Action centers
30 Electorate
31 Expert ending
32 Fagged
33 Nasty com-
ments
34 Wedding page
word
36 Ralph Lauren
brand
39 Kind of iron
40 What alimony
covers, mini-
mally
41 ___ culpa
46 Staggered
47 Singer
DiFranco
48 Dangler
50 Please, abroad
52 15.432 grains
53 Odd jobs doer
54 Loathsome
one
55 Bag of chips,
maybe
56 Unappealing
57 Lay an egg
58 It may be an
honor
59 Shoot the
breeze
60 Let go
61 Laid up
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
Puzzle by Richard Silvestri
No. 0711
G O S H V A R Y F I R M A
R A T E E R O O A S I A N
A T O R L I L Y R A B I D
S E W A R D S F O L L Y
P R E L A T E A E S O P S
D I S N E Y S F O L L Y
B A B E L N E S T E I N
A W E D S A D T O B A N C
N F L M I S O B O N K S
F U L T O N S F O L L Y
F L Y I N G B O O S T E R
G R E A T S U C C E S S
V I D E O D I E S O N T V
A D O R E E L S E U T E P
L O E S S N E S S T O S S
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18 19
20 21 22
23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31 32 33 34
35 36 37
38 39 40 41
42 43 44
45 46 47 48
49 50
51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58
59 60 61 62 63
64 65 66
67 68 69
Sublessors
would to promote Eastern.
“She had a one-to-one interac-
tion with almost every representa-
tive,” Nilsen said. ”It is not usual
for a university president to do
that.”
Rep. Judy Erwin, D-Chicago,
chair of the Higher Education
Committee, said Surles was very
“dynamic and responsive.”
“There was not much more that
a representative could ask for. She
was great,” Erwin said. “A credit
to your university.”
An increase in Eastern’s image
came hand-in-hand with the
increase in funding, Nilsen said.
“While she was out there pro-
moting Eastern for funding to the
legislature and donors, she was also
promoting Eastern itself.
“The increases in funding are a
sign that our image has also
increased.”
Surles’ “personal interaction”
approach to promoting Eastern
also worked well in the acquisition
of private contributions. In her
tenure, she oversaw a 240 percent
increase in private donations.
Hencken said one of the first
donations that comes to his mind
is the Tarble family contribution of
$2 million for the expansion of the
Tarble Arts Center.
The expansion of the art center
is one of several campus improve-
ments that Surles oversaw, but will
not be able to participate in the
completion of.
Funding for the new food court,
Doudna Fine Arts Building,
Clinical Services Building,
Coaches’ Stadium, Old Main
landscaping and several campus
utility upgrades were also funded
during her leadership.
“I think she would have really
liked to see the completion of
those projects,” Hencken said.
The integration of technology
into Eastern’s education was
another initiative of Surles’ that
she will not be able to see come to
light.
Robert Augustine, graduate
school dean, said Surles was “defi-
nitely” responsible for Eastern’s
planned expansion of online
course, degree and certificate
offerings.
“She knew technology was
going to impact education, and she
didn’t want to see Eastern miss out
on that,” Augustine said.
He said Surles made the plan-
ning possible by “setting aside
resources” that were used to fund
the creation of online courses and
degree programs.
Grants to develop online cours-
es were distributed in the spring
with the funds, Augustine said.
The rest of the funds were used
to create the Center for Academic
Technology Support this summer.
“I think she left feeling positive
her initiative will achieve its out-
come,” Augustine said.
He expects four degree and cer-
tificate programs to be available
online by next year.
David Radavich, chapter presi-
dent of Eastern’s faculty union, the
University Professionals of Illinois,
said people will remember tech-
nology initiatives when they think
of Surles.
But, he said they will probably
remember the campus improve-
ments more.
“I really believe she made a push
for the new fine arts center.”
However, Surles’ personal inter-
action approach, which helped
bring Eastern increased funding,
fell short at home, Radavich said.
“The contract negotiations we
had last year were horrible.”
He said the negotiations and
lack of communication caused
“tensions” between Eastern’s
administration and faculty.
“I’m not sure if that was because
of Surles or not. It is hard to be
completely sure.”
Radavich said there are two
kinds of presidents, “the C.E.O.
and the more academic minded.”
“Surles was good at the C.E.O
side of it, like increasing funding,”
Radavich said. “A lot of faculty
here felt that there was too much
emphasis on building and decora-
tions and not enough on acade-
mics.
“At certain times though, uni-
versities have different needs, and
we did need an increase in fund-
ing.”
In addition to rough contract
negotiating, a lawsuit also will fol-
low Surles as she leaves Eastern.
In November of 2000, Teshome
Abebe, former vice president for
academic affairs and current eco-
nomics professor, filed a lawsuit
against the university and Surles
based on alleged sexual, ethnic and
racial discrimination.
Surles had previously said in a
press release that there was not a
“scintilla” of truth to the allega-
tions.
But university officials are
unsure whether the issue will affect
the image of Surles and the uni-
versity in the future.
Hencken said the university
“will have to wait and see what the
results are.”
“I have been with presidents
who had lawsuits before, and in
most cases, (the presidents) have
been victorious.”
Radavich said the affect of the
lawsuit is “hard to tell.”
“I really have no idea.”
Following the diagnosis of
breast cancer in early September of
2000, Surles underwent surgery on
Sept. 18, 2000.
She then took sick leave for fur-
ther treatment on Dec. 1, 2000 and
was scheduled to return Feb. 28;
however, her leave was extended
until March 26.
She announced her resignation
from Eastern’s presidency on July
24 at a special session of the Board
of Trustees to pursue a treatment
plan for breast cancer.
Surles, 54, was Eastern’s eighth
president and Eastern’s African
American and first woman presi-
dent. She served since 1999.
“I’m sorry that her health did
not allow her to continue to
achieve her goals here at Eastern,”
Nilsen. “She was professional in
everything she did.
“She had a vision.”
SPRING BREAK 2002 Jamaica,
Cancun, or Florida. Join Student
Travel Services, America’s #1
Student Tour Operator. Promote
trips at Eastern Illinois and earn
cash and free trips.
Information/Reservations 1-800-
648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
_____________________10/12
Illinois Nu of Sigma Phi Epsilon
won its third Buchanan Cup
(Outstanding Chapter Award) at
the 100th Anniversary Conclave.
It is great to be tops among 252
chapters nationally!
______________________8/21
SUPER VINTAGE SALE AT JUST
SPENCE’S. 1148 6TH STREET.
30% - 50% OFF. OPEN TUES -
SAT 1:30 - 5:00. 345-1469.
SALE IN PROGRESS.
______________________8/22
SUPER VINTAGE SALE. Just
Spences  1148 6th St. 30-50%
off. Open Tues. - Sat. 1:30-5:30
p.m. 345-1469
______________________8/23
Have fun meeting new people, DJ
at Mothers!  We have the sound if
you have the party tunes. 345-
2171. 9 a.m. - 11 a.m.
______________________8/24
Free dietary analysis and nutri-
tion education available at the
Health Education Resource
Center located on the third floor
of the Student Services Building.
Stop by for more information or
call 581-7786 and ask for Kellee.
______________________8/24
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM BY MIKE PETERS
&stateLocal The Daily Eastern News 9Wednesday, August 22, 2001
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE APTS.
(across from Carman Hall)
*Balconies & Patios  *Central Air  *Free Parking *1st Semester Leases available
for groups of 2 or 3 students  
*Apts. for 2,3, or4 people  *Reasonable Utilities  *Laundry Facilities * Pool
TERRIFIC 
APARTMENTS
345-6000
2219 S. 9TH ST.  APT. #17
writers wanted
designers
designers
photographers
writers
yearbook
inquire in the student publications 
in buzzard or call 581.2812
writerswarbler
DOONESBURY BY GARRY TRUDEAU
for 12 years.
Both study endangered plant
botany and received $1,000 for
“Reproductive Biology of Silvery
Bladderpod, an Illinois Endangered
Plant,” Kruse said.
Andrew Methven, associate chair
of the biology department, is a
mycologist who studies fungi. He
received $981 for “The Effects of
Sugar Maple Removal on
Macrofungal Baber’s Woods Nature
Preserve”and $1,000 for “A Survey of
Illinois Populations of Phaeophyscia
leana, An Endangered Lichen.”
Kruse said he is happy with the
success the biology department has
had in obtaining funding. “They’ve
written very competitive grant pro-
posals.
“They continue to be very produc-
tive with their research.”
Grants
from Page 1
a “wealth of lawsuits” that
could put an extreme financial
burden on any college brought
into litigation.
“I need to be convinced we’re
making the right legal deci-
sion,” Thompson said.
Board member James
Kaplan disagreed.
“Living in fear of lawsuits is
no way to live,” Kaplan
said.”This is only the begin-
ning; it’s not the end.”
As the board enters the
implementation stage of the
report, Kaplan said the plan
will change as it moves from
being  a report to becoming
actual policy.
“I would suppose this is
going to be a living, breathing
document as opposed to a stag-
nant one,” he said.
Kaplan did, however, con-
cede that the courts will even-
tually have their say in how the
report is implemented.
“Ultimately, the court’s going
to decide, and that’s unfortu-
nate,” he said.
Sports
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Friends
&Co
EVERY WEDNESDAY
IS OPEN MIC
*Starts @ 10:00
*bands and individuals
welcome
*free!
$1.00 pints of MGD
$1.00 pints of
leinenkugels
509 Van Buren 345-2380
W elcome Back Students
• DR. CHAD WASSON
• FREE FIRST VISIT
• 15% OFF ANY 
ADJUSTMENTS, 
STUDENT ID      
REQUIRED
(217) 345-9105
SUITE 400, 506 W. LINCOLN 
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
Tommy Boy
The players and coaches all want to be there and
everybody has fun.
In the very same neighborhood, the 10, 11 and
12-year-old Cubs won their division’s World Series
as well. What’s even more remarkable is they too
went undefeated, a perfect 18-0.
Much to my chagrin, they defeated none other
than the White Sox in the World Series. In fact
they swept them (in case any of you slower readers
didn’t realize that they would of had to sweep in
order to have an undefeated season).
I saw the first game and it was heart wrenching.
As a Sox fan, I naturally felt compelled to root for
the young pale hose, despite my obligation of jour-
nalistic objectivity.
The turning point of the game came in the bot-
tom of the third inning. With the Cubs clinging to
2-1 lead, the Sox had two runners on base and their
best hitter at the plate, the mighty Dan Losso.
At 12 years old, Losso was bigger than any other
player, coach or spectator at the game, myself
included. He’s a big boy. If he had asked, I would
have given him my lunch money.
Losso didn’t want my lunch money. With two
men on base, Losso wanted a pitch to hit.
He didn’t get one. He was intentionally walked.
Two groundouts later, the inning was over. Four
innings later, the game was over. The Cubs won 7-
1.
Three games later, the Cubs had won the World
Series.
The Cubs defeated the White Sox in the World
Series. That’s the great thing about little league . . .
the impossible can happen.
Guinane
from Page 12
EVANSTON, Ill. (AP) – The mother of
Northwestern football player Rashidi
Wheeler plans to file a lawsuit against the
university later this week seeking “substantial”
damages for his death in a preseason condi-
tioning drill.
The university, meanwhile, outlined for
the first time Tuesday the extent of its review
into Wheeler’s death. In addition to investi-
gating whether any NCAA rules were violat-
ed, Northwestern is evaluating its emergency
medical procedures and staffing at drills and
practices.
“I want a full, honest, clear and transpar-
ent report,” Northwestern president Henry
Bienen said. “I will insist on it and I will get
it.”
Wheeler, a chronic asthmatic, collapsed
during an Aug. 3 preseason conditioning drill
involving a series of wind sprints. He was
pronounced dead a short time later at
Evanston Hospital.
Bronchial asthma was listed as the cause
of death.
Linda Will, Wheeler’s mother, has said
the university wasn’t prepared to deal with
such an emergency during what was sup-
posed to be a voluntary preseason workout.
Her attorney, James Montgomery, said he
plans to file a lawsuit Friday naming the uni-
versity as well as trainers and staff who were
at the drill
Coach Randy Walker and athletic director
Rick Taylor will not be named, Montgomery
said.
When Wheeler collapsed, Montgomery
said there was no oxygen on the field and it
took as long as 40 minutes for paramedics to
be called.
“We think that that is indicative of a lack
of care and negligence that absolutely con-
tributed to and caused this young man’s
death,” Montgomery said.
When paramedics were called,
Montgomery said they arrived within three
to four minutes.
“That three to four minutes, if it had come
at the very beginning of his collapse, in our
judgment he would be alive today,”
Montgomery said.
Tory Aggeler, Northwestern’s head athlet-
ic trainer, has said that Wheeler had more
than 30 asthma attacks in his three years at
the university. With that kind of history,
Montgomery said Northwestern medical
staff should have known how to treat
Wheeler.
Instead, he referred to an Evanston Police
report on the incident that indicates a trainer
gave Wheeler a bag to breathe into, thinking
he was hyperventilating. The opposite was
the case, Montgomery said, as Wheeler was
really gasping for breath.
”(It was) an incorrect diagnosis and a fatal
treatment,” Montgomery said.
Northwestern has refused to comment on
Will’s claims.
Though the university review began with-
in days of Wheeler’s death, Bienen declined
to reveal what’s been learned, saying he’ll wait
until the entire report is done.
He did say, though, that more than 85
people already have been interviewed, includ-
ing players, trainers, university emergency
personnel and outside medical officials.
Besides trying to determine exactly what
happened the day Wheeler died, the review is
examining:
— medical staffing at drills and practices.
— what emergency procedures were in
place and how they were followed.
— players’ use of nutritional supplements.
— how Northwestern’s conditioning pro-
gram compares to those at other Division I
schools.
— whether any NCAA violations
occurred in conducting the drill.
Findings of the review will be made pub-
lic when it’s complete. Bienen didn’t have a
timetable for when that might be.
“I don’t want to prejudge what happened,
whether violations of NCAA rules took
place,” Bienen said.
“If they took place, we will assess who
committed the violations and under what cir-
cumstances. But I am not going to prejudge
either what did happen or what the conse-
quences might be.”
Will and others have suggested the drill
violated NCAA rules, saying it wasn’t really
voluntary.
The NCAA in April tightened the defin-
ition of a voluntary off-season workout: play-
ers must initiate the workout; no information
about the workout is recorded or reported to
coaches; and players are not punished for
refusing to participate or given incentives to
participate.
The Rev. Jesse Jackson, who is working
with Will, said the NCAA and other schools
should learn from Wheeler’s death.
“The question is, will the NCAA enforce
the rules at all schools?” Jackson said.
“What’s different at Northwestern is a
student died and therefore it illuminates the
program.”
Wheeler family to file lawsuit against Northwestern
Cardinals tie Cubs in NL Central
CINCINNATI (AP) – Mark
McGwire hit one of St. Louis’ five
homers Tuesday night as the Cardinals
overpowered the Cincinnati Reds 11-6
and moved into a second-place tie with
Chicago in the NL Central.
A day after their 11-game winning
streak came to a wacky end on Ken
Griffey Jr.’s inside-the-park homer, the
Cardinals got back to the form that made
them the NL’s best team in August. They
were eight games out before the winning
streak.
McGwire’s two-run shot, the 576th
homer of his career, put the Cardinals
ahead 8-0 in the third inning off Juan
Acevedo (3-5) and sent a construction
worker sliding down a pole to retrieve the
ball.
The Cardinals’ win and the Cubs’ 3-1
loss to Milwaukee left them with 69-56
records, trailing first-place Houston by
three games. Even reliever Mike
Matthews joined in the homer barrage,
hitting a solo shot off Chris Nichting in
the eighth for the first of his career.
The Cardinals’ five homers matched
their season high, and the Reds had three
of their own.
Not even Jose Rijo’s second appear-
ance in his comeback from five elbow
operations could slow St. Louis.
After pitching a perfect sixth, Rijo
gave up a two-run homer to Jim
Edmonds that made it 10-2 in the sev-
enth. The drama was gone long before
Rijo entered the game.
Craig Paquette and J.D. Drew hit con-
secutive homers in the first inning, and
Albert Pujols put St. Louis ahead 5-0
with a bases-loaded double in the third.
McGwire completed that rally with
his 22nd homer, a high, arching drive that
landed in front of the flood wall for the
new ballpark beyond the left-field wall.
A construction worker in a hard hat
hastily slid down a pole to get the ball.
Given the big lead, Dustin
Hermanson (12-9) coasted to his second
win over the Reds in six days.
Hermanson, who grew up in nearby
Springfield, Ohio, got his first career win
at Cinergy Field by giving up three runs
and eight hits in 6 2-3 innings.
Griffey, who won the opener 5-4 with
an inside-the-park homer in the 11th
inning Monday night, hit a two-run
homer, the first of three for the Reds.
Brady Clark and Adam Dunn connected
in the ninth.
The crowd of 19,571 gave a standing
ovation for Rijo, who was the MVP of the
Reds’ 1990 World Series sweep of
McGwire’s Oakland A’s. Rijo, 36, hadn’t
pitched in the majors since 1995.
He threw two scoreless innings in his
return last Friday against Milwaukee.
Rijo retired the Cardinals on nine
pitches in the sixth inning, then gave up
Edmonds’ 19th homer in the seventh.
Otherwise, it was another dreary game
for the Reds, who have lost nine of their
last 10 overall and are only 19-45 at
Cinergy Field, the worst home record in
the majors.
St. Louis takes 11-6 win over Cincinnati with five homers
Nothing to do?
Come over to The Daily Eastern News and write for the sports department.
Ask for Bill or Kristin at 581-7944.
Sports
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Put Your Creative
Skills to work!
The Daily Eastern News
Is Looking For
Editorial Cartoonists!
Call Shauna at 581-2812
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PHOTO AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
(Deadline: 2 Business Days Before Ad is to run)
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
CHICAGO (AP) – Ruben
Quevedo showed why he was one
of the Chicago Cubs’ better pitch-
ing prospects.
Only, he did it with the
Milwaukee Brewers — against the
Cubs.
Quevedo struck out 10 to win
his third straight start, and Jeromy
Burnitz hit a go-ahead, two-run
double in the sixth inning Tuesday
to lead Milwaukee over Chicago 3-
1.
“It’s exciting to face the Cubs,
but if it’s them or someone else, I
just go out there and try to help my
team,” said Quevedo, who came to
the Brewers on July 30 for reliever
David Weathers.
“He had a lot of heart,” Brewers
manager Davey Lopes said of
Quevedo, who allowed one run, five
hits and four walks in seven
innings, lowering his ERA from
5.40 to 4.18.
He was 1-5 with a 5.16 ERA in
nine Wrigley Field appearances as a
Cub.
“He threw his fastball (up to) 93
mph, and threw it a lot more than
he did with us,” Cubs manager Don
Baylor said.
“You didn’t see that velocity last
year. He pitched today.”
Milwaukee has won six of its last
seven games against Chicago,
including five of six at Wrigley
Field. The Cubs, who stranded
eight runners, led the NL Central
by a half-game on Aug. 12 but have
lost eight of 11, dropping 2 1/2
games behind Houston.
“We’re in desperate need of hits
and runs,” said Baylor, who sat
struggling leadoff man Eric Young
in favor of Delino DeShields.
Mark Sweeney hit his third
homer for the Brewers.
The Brewers have beaten the
Cubs six times in their last seven
games — including five of six at
Wrigley Field. Chicago stranded
eight runners.
Curtis Leskanic pitched a per-
fect ninth for his 14th save in 19
chances.
Juan Cruz, a 20-year-old right-
hander, made his major league
debut for the Cubs and retired 15 of
his first 16 batters, striking out
eight in the first four innings. He
allowed two runs and three hits in
six innings.
A wiry 155 pounds, Cruz and
his 94 mph fastball have already
reminded some of Pedro Martinez.
“Is it tampering to say that?
Lopes said.
“He’s got the mannerisms of one
of the best pitchers in the game —
Pedro. He has a lot of good years
ahead of him if he keeps progress-
ing.”
Chicago loaded the bases with
no outs in the first but wasted it
when Fred McGriff and Matt
Stairs struck out, and Ricky
Gutierrez grounded out.
“Getting out of that big jam in
the first was obviously the key for
him,” Lopes said of Quevedo.
DeShields’ sacrifice fly put
Chicago ahead in the second and
Sammy Sosa doubled to lead off
the third, but Quevedo again
retired McGriff, Stairs and
Gutierrez.
Milwaukee didn’t get a runner
past first base until the sixth inning,
when Cruz walked Henry Blanco
to lead off and Devon White
reached on an error by third base-
man Bill Mueller, who reached
toward the foul line to make a nice
pickup but then threw the ball
away. Burnitz doubled with one
out.
Weathers gave up Sweeney’s
homer in the seventh.
Quevedo retired 11 straight bat-
ters and 13 of 14 after Sosa’s dou-
ble, and pitched out of more trouble
in the seventh, when Sosa came up
with runners at first and second
with two outs.
Manager Davey Lopes visited
the mound and had relievers ready,
but stuck with Quevedo, who got
Sosa to ground out to the mound.
Quevedo pumped his fist tri-
umphantly as he went back into the
dugout.
“I look in the dugout and I see
Davey coming. I just cracked my
belt,” Quevedo said. “If I gave any-
thing to hit, it might turn the
game around. Sammy is the
toughest guy to pitch to.”
We’re in desperate need of hits and runs.
Don Baylor,
Chicago Cubs manager
“
”
With the exception of Jones, the
advantages that every coach shares
is that they were all with the
Panthers throughout spring prac-
tices.
“I think that spring practice
helped all of us become more famil-
iar with the players,” Molnar said.
“Working under coach Spoo has
been great, and I think all of us
came here for a reason and are try-
ing to be a small part of the puzzle.”
With so many new coaches
there comes a lot of new methods
and terminology that each coach
brings with them, but Bellantoni
feels that both the new and the old
coaches have intertwined to learn
from each other.
“I think all of the coaches bring
something to the table, and that in
turn helps all of us,” Bellantoni
said. “On the defensive side of the
ball, coach Wilkerson is really open
to suggestions from all of us. Just as
we have opened his suggestions to
us.”
With coming to a new program,
moving into a new town and
coaching new kids, the coaches feel
that the transition has gone as
planned.
“I think we have all made a
smooth transition into the pro-
gram,” Molnar said. “The way that
the coaches have been able to help
us to adjust has been great.”
n INJURY REPORT:
Wide receiver Kenny Alsop is
still struggling with an ankle injury
that may keep him out until the
middle of the season.
Football
from Page 12
Kate Mitchell/ Associate photo editor
Two football players toss the ball around before practice Thursday.
Cubs fall to Milwaukee 3-1
Put your name in The Daily Eastern News.
Write for the sports department.
Ask for Bill or Kristin at 581-7944.
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Cardinals take win over Cincinnati. Page 10
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Pat Guinane
Staff writer
e-mail: cupjg@pen.eiu.edu
4th and 20
Cubs win
World Series
The Cubs won the WorldSeries. It wasn’t a big sur-prise; they’d done it five of
the last six years.
Six Cub championships are
pretty impressive. The feat is even
more astonishing when you con-
sider that the oldest player on the
team was nine years old.
When Coach Tom Durkin led
his team to its first championship
seven years ago, some of his cur-
rent players hadn’t even been born.
Durkin has managed to estab-
lish a dynasty on the Southside of
Chicago. His Cubs are the team
to beat in the Mt. Greenwood
neighborhood and every kid
between the ages of six and nine
certainly wouldn’t mind a trade to
the Cubbies.
Not only did they capture the
title once again this season, the
Cubs went undefeated, a perfect
20-0. They had the type of season
every Cub fan dreams about. Ok.
Maybe not the undefeated part.
Cubs fans are delusional, but that’s
just downright crazy.
Durkin says next season will be
his last as coach of the Cubs
because his youngest son has only
one more year before he’s too old
to be on the team. If Durkin
brings home the title again next
season, I’m thinking Don Baylor
should start worrying about his
job security.
That probably won’t happen.
The big league Cubs may at times
play like little leaguers, but I doubt
management would hire a little
league coach. It might not be a
bad idea though. Little kids can
get emotional when they strike out
or make a bad play, so Durkin
would be prepared if he ever had
to console a weeping Todd
Hundley.
I may sound cruel, but I do
have an emotional side. I almost
cry every time I see Hundley’s
battering average, which by the
way, makes Royce Clayton look
like Ted Williams.
The point of my column wasn’t
to make fun of the Cubs, but it is
fun.
What I set out to do was to
praise little league. Despite the
endorsement of George W. Bush,
Little League is great. It’s filled
with nuances and small coinci-
dences, and covering it once in a
while over the summer for a week-
ly paper was great too.
Panthers take on new look
Two more great reasons to love the game of baseball
Football team
aided by six
new coaches
By Anthony Braviere
Staff writer
As the Panther football team contin-
ues to drive for its first Ohio Valley
Conference title in Eastern’s history, it
has taken on a much different look.
Eastern’s look is not altered by the
look of its uniforms or even its players,
but by the new faces on the coaching
staff.
The Panthers will enter the season
with six new coaches. They include:
Charley Molnar, who will coach the
wide receivers, Edmund Jones, who is
the defensive secondary coach, Steve
Farmer, who will lead the offensive line
and Roc Bellantoni, who will coach the
defensive line.
In addition, Doug Heinz, who
played for the Panthers last season, will
be a restricted earnings coach on the
offensive side while Tony Turner will be
on the defensive end of the ball.
Another change for Eastern will be
Chris Wilkerson, who will not only be
coaching  the linebackers, but also tak-
ing on the defensive coordinator duties
this season.
Despite all of these changes head
coach Bob Spoo has seen on his staff
over the last year, Spoo says he is not
worried the least bit.
“There hasn’t been a problem that I
have seen at all,” Spoo said. “All of the
coaches are familiar with our system
and the way we do things, just as our
players are familiar with them.”
Good morning, sports fans.I have finally made upmy mind and I have
decided that baseball is by far the
best sport around.
Some of you reading this may
scoff at this notion and wonder
why in the world I would come
and boldly pledge my allegiance to
the little white ball with 88 little
red stitches.
Well, I am prepared to back up
my statement in a few different
ways, starting with the way that
the National League playoff race is
beginning to shape up. Think
about it – there are eight teams
fighting for four spots. Eight
teams!
Not only are there five teams
within three games of the Wild
Card spot, but the biggest N.L.
lead right now is two games.
While the tight races in the
playoff picture is a great thing, the
matchups that could potentially
arise in September and October
are to die for. First, the big one
could end up being a Cubs-
Cardinals National Championship
Series. If there is one thing that
would make this campus turn into
a riot zone that would be it.
There also could be a Giants-
Dodgers NLCS, which would pit
two teams with a hatred for each
other that runs back over 50 years
and a whole other coast ago.
Imagine a Diamondbacks-Cubs
series. That would bring out the
Mark Grace factor, as the Cubs
would face off against their former
long-term first baseman. Giants-
Diamondbacks, Luis Gonzalez
versus Barry Bonds.
The Cardinals and Braves could
end up playing each other, and
they would probably play another
epic series just as they have last
year.
I have been informed that the
American League also has a play-
off race, or at least it used to.
There are only three teams
within six games of the Wild Card
spot and Oakland seems to be
running away with it behind Jason
Giambi and a great pitching staff.
Even the American League
division races have gotten out of
hand, with the Twins and Boston
falling off the face of the Earth,
and Seattle playing head and
shoulders above everyone all year
there is just no excitement for
American League life.
But I think I have blabbed
about the big boys enough. Is there
a better baseball event than the
Little League World Series that is
going on right now in South
Williamsport, Pa.?
It’s great how every year the
baseball world stops and goes back
to its purest roots and watches 10,
11 and 12-year-old boys play like
seasoned veterans.
It seems like every year there is
a story line or two that grab every-
one’s attention as well.
This year seems to be the per-
formance of Yankees pitcher
Danny Aliemonte.
If you haven’t seen this kid
pitch I recommend you do so. He
threw a perfect game on Saturday
with 16 strikeouts. As hard as he
throws from that distance should
be considered a form of suicide for
opposing batters.
So there it is. Two great reasons
why baseball is far and away the
best show in town right now. From
big league to Little League, you
just can’t beat it.
Anthony Braviere
Staff writer
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The Shooter
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Wide receiver Brandon Robinson runs a play Thursday on the practice field as teammate Curtis Lester moves
behind. This season the football team is aided by six new coaches under the direction of head coach Bob Spoo.See FOOTBALL Page 11
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